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The eighth generation Honda Civic was introduced in September , for the model year. This
generation introduced the "two-tier" instrument panel. In the North American market, the sedan
and coupe styles are available, which were designed in Japan and Ohio, respectively. The
Hybrid only comes as a sedan, while the Si coupe was joined by a sedan in , and the Si sedan
entered the Canadian lineup in While the arcing line sweeping across the front fascia is
retained, the main headlights dip away from the main arc for a more sporty appearance. The
front bumper also has more vents with a steeper angle and sharper corners than the U.
Meanwhile, the taillights are more reminiscent of the Integra, with the main round brake lights
dipping slightly down into the indicators. By contrast, the taillights of the U. Civic resemble
those of an Audi A4. On the interior side, the Asian-market Civic has contrasting two tone
colour scheme. The three-spoke steering wheel from the American Civic Si and the European
hatchback is standard. Engines include a 1. There is a 1. For the hybrid, there is the 1. In other
markets where sedans are more popular such as Ireland and Finland , a range of sedans similar
to the JDM models are available with the 1. In Taiwan, this generation of Civic was more inline
with the JDM model, and was produced domestically since The Civic sedan is offered in 2
powertrains; the entry-level is powered by a 1. The more powerful 2. In the Philippines, the Civic
is offered in 3 grades; the entry-level 1. The 1. The 2. The S-L is only mated to a 5-speed
automatic transmission with paddle shifters, while the manual transmission version has been
discontinued. The S-L variant also has a 17" 7-spoke alloy wheels, 3-spoke leather steering
wheel, HID lamps, and has blue leather seats. All of the variants has a digital instrumental
gauge. Since the current generation is first introduced to the market in April , its total sales has
exceed its nearest competitor, Toyota Altis. The Indonesian market is offered in only two
models, 1. Both 1. The facelift model adds an inch 8-spoke alloy wheels replacing the inch
offered on the 2. The South Korean market has three trim levels, 1. All Civic models are
equipped with 5-speed Automatic transmissions, with the exception of the hybrid model which
uses a CVT. Due to the width dimensions exceeding Japanese government regulations for
exterior dimensions, the Civic is no longer regarded as a "compact" sedan in Japan, which has
been passed onto the smaller Honda Fit Aria for the compact sedan segment. Honda Japan has
recently removed from its webpage of the sale of petrol engine Honda Civic. Two models 1. In
the facelift model, the more expensive VTi model comes with paddle shifters. In Malaysia, the
eighth generation Civic was first launched in March [8] and then facelifted in March The
European designed Civic was also sold in Australasia as the Civic Hatch, alongside the sedan
body style. Designed by Toshiyuki Okumoto, [12] the exterior of the European model is the most
aggressively styled; the sweeping front arc is maintained and a perspex cover resembling a
lamp cluster replaces the grille. The rear tail lights are also similarly styled. Triangular accents
are found front and back, with triangular fog-lamps in front and dual triangle exhaust tips at the
back. The rear backglass is split into two levels, divided by a spoiler lip and the fuel filler cap is
a race-inspired exposed metal effect cap. For the 5-door models, the rear door is hidden away,
with the door handles tucked away at the corners of the rear windows, creating the illusion of a
two-door coupe. Mechanically, the European Civic differs from the American and JDM variants
in that it uses a simpler torsion beam suspension system for the rear wheels compared to the
double-wishbone system in the American and JDM versions. The more compact suspension of
the European Civic allows it to keep its large interior space, while reducing its length compared
to its predecessor. A 6-speed manual transmission is available across the range. Si and the
Type-S models were also offered in Europe, with the Type-S in the three-door configuration as
is the more powerful Type-R and the Si as a five-door, but both going without the bhp 2. No
saloon version was offered in most West European markets. There is also a start button
reminiscent of the Honda S The handbrake is in a more conventional position behind the gear
stick. All around there is a generous use of metallic trim. Some other features of the European
Civic include "magic seats" in the rear, that not only lie flat to increase boot capacity, but also
allow the seat bench to lift up and lie flat against the back rests to create a large loading area in
the back behind the front seats. There is also a "hidden" storage compartment in the boot under
the floor. The lid, which normally forms part of the boot floor, can be sunk down to a lower level
to increase the load area, designed to allow the boot area to accommodate larger or taller items.
In the normal position, the storage area can be used to hide valuables away under the floor.
Some models in the range feature things like electric folding mirrors, a panoramic glass roof,
dual climate control, automatic headlights, xenon lights, headlight washers, and automatic
windshield wipers. The range topping EX model also has DVD satellite navigation, and allows
the car's entertainment system, climate control, navigation system and hands-free telephone
system to be controlled all by voice commands. In other markets where sedans are more
popular such as Ireland, and Finland , a range of sedans similar to the JDM models are available
with the 1. In Turkey, a PS 1. In March Honda announced that it was recalling 79, eighth

generation Civics due to a potential problem with faulty handbrakes. Euro Civics hatchback
received a mild facelift for The main change is the new redesigned front grille which now
features two open intakes. The Type S received a grille similar to the Type R, only without the
red badge. The rear bumper has also been slightly changed, as have some interior parts.
Perhaps most importantly, the entry-level 1. The car received a mild facelift for , including a new
front grille which is said to be inspired by that of European Type R model, new alloy wheels
which are now standard equipment, body colour side-skirts for Type S model, a new ionized
Bronze colour for the exterior. For the interior, SE and ES models gets half fabric and Alcantara,
Si model comes with half leather and Alcantara with heated front seats. Production for the
hatchback started at the Swindon plant in November The eighth generation Civic features a
redesigned dashboard incorporating a "two-tier" instrument panel. The upper panel is
completely electronic and contains a digital speedometer in the center, with the coolant
temperature and fuel displayed as linear segmented indicators on each side. The lower tier,
slightly smaller than that of previous generations, has a backlit analog tachometer and the
digital odometer and trip computer below it. The gear shift position indicators are to the right of
the tachometer in automatic transmission and hybrid models, while the latter also features
additional IMA Assist and Charge indicators to the left. Indicator lights are spread over both
displays, whose brightness can be adjusted and saved independently with the headlights on or
off. The rest of the Americas receive the North American-market Civic sedan and coupe in some
countries. Air conditioning is optional, which is known as DX-A in Canada. The DX-G model sold
in Canada adds air conditioning, auxiliary input jack for portable audio players, power door
locks, remote keyless entry and storage console armrest. In , the sedan was renamed the Sport
and has added features such as black sport upholstery with silver stitching, chrome exhaust
finisher, and leather-wrapped steering wheel. These amenities were not added to the coupe
which remained as the LX. The EX-L model adds a leather interior with heated front seats,
heated exterior mirrors, leather-wrapped steering wheel, and a center console. All coupes come
standard with a rear lip-spoiler, while EX models have round chrome finish on the exhaust pipe.
Civic models with a moonroof have slightly less interior space due to reduced headroom. Due
to the limitations of the CNG tanks, the 6-speaker stereo system is not installed. The car comes
with a 2. It is also the quickest Civic Si off the line, with a factory 0â€”60 time of 6. In Canada,
the Acura CSX Type-S was offered in , borrowing the engine and drivetrain from the Civic Si but
offering additional luxury options such as leather seating. In , 10 years after its original release,
the model was recalled due to a defect in the vehicle's airbags, where it could potentially
explode in front of the driver and its occupants when activated in both minor and major
accidents, posing a threat to passengers. For the model year, the Civic Si received minor
tweaks that include even darker wheels than the model and a new shift boot with red stitching.
Mechanical changes included a new tire pressure monitor system, a new rear upper arm that
decreases the amount of rear camber, and a lowered spring rate for the coupe to match the
sedan. This was also the first year Canada sold the Civic Si Sedan. The production version
lacked such concept accoutrements, and the Si Sedan is mechanically almost identical to the
coupe. For the model year, Civics sold in the North American market received a facelift. For the
sedan exterior, the front bumper and grille were restyled and the bar above the rear license
plate is chromed, while the coupe received a new front bumper and grille both reminiscent of
previous Civic coupe generations. The sedan's taillights now use transparent lenses with amber
bulbs for the turn signals, rather than red lenses. For the interior, the sedan's steering wheel
was changed from a two-spoke design to use the coupe and Si model's three-spoke design.
Changes for the Si also included a revised front bumper and grille, turn signals with
clear-lenses and amber bulbs for the front and rear, a clear instead of red third brake light in the
rear spoiler, and chrome trunk trim for the sedan. The Civic Si saw no significant changes, save
for a black engine cover rather than silver. During the debut of Civic sedan and coupe concepts
at the North American International Auto Show in Detroit, it was announced that more than 1.
For the Brazilian market, the eighth generation Civic is available only with a sedan body, and it
is externally almost identical to the American version, having different bumpers and a higher
ground clearance. It is available in two trim levels. Both models might be equipped with a
5-speed manual or a 5-speed automatic transmission, but only the EXS has the paddle shift
controls on the steering wheel. A special trim level for handicapped individuals LX , based on
the LXS, was available in the first year but due to some changes in tax-break laws it's no longer
available. For the model, Honda introduced a new Flexible Fuel version, featuring the same 1. Its
exterior is the same as the North American-market Civic, except with amber tail turn lights and
only the sedan model is available. It is the basis that becomes Ciimo , a model from Dongfeng
Honda, one of Honda's joint-venture in the country. The Ciimo was introduced as an original
designed model of the joint-venture to the Chinese market in April after the ninth generation

was launched. However, the Ciimo differs from the previously sold Civic by adopting a front and
rear end inspired by the Japanese market model, as a result, it is slightly longer. It comes with a
1. The suspension uses MacPherson struts up front and a torsion beam in the back, while the
car itself was initially thought to be lighter than the standard Civic as dictated by Honda Type R
philosophy. Sophisticated handling aids such as traction control were initially thought to be
completely eschewed for a purer, more soulful driving character. In the end, Honda did include
a special version of their VSA Vehicle Stability Assist that was specifically tuned to the car so
as to better adhere to said philosophy. The Type R powered by an uprated K20A 2. This will
mark the first time that Honda will produce two separate distinct Civic Type R models.
Complementing the added power and decreased weight are a new bodykit, upgraded brakes all
around, a retuned suspension, new wheels and tires, and logo-emblazoned Recaro sport
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CD. Accord CF. Accord CG. Accord CL. Accord CU. FCX Clarity. Civic Coupe. Integra Coupe.
Accord Coupe. Legend Coupe. CR-X del Sol. Sport compact. Civic Type R. Integra Type R.
Sports car. Accord Type R. Accord Euro-R. NSX Type R. Subcompact crossover. Compact
crossover. Mid-size crossover. Station wagon. Civic Shuttle. Accord CF6. Accord CM. Mini MPV.
Mobilio Spike. EV Plus. Compact MPV. Odyssey RA6. Odyssey RB. Odyssey RB3. Odyssey RC.
Odyssey RL3. Odyssey RL5. Odyssey RL6. Acty Van. City Pro. Civic Van. Civic Pro. Partner Van.
Accord Sedan. Sport utility vehicle. Pickup truck. Vehicle exclusive to Southern California
available for leasing purposes only. Vehicle Specific. Covers entire 2nd-row and headrests
Designed to protect your seats Made with durable, wetsuit-like material Water resistant Easy to
install and uninstall Machine washable Available in Black. This Part Fits Honda Element - Food
spills, dog hair, muddy clothes. But Rear Seat Covers offer stylish protection that will help keep
your original seats in primo condition. This Part Fits Honda Odyssey - Rear Seat Covers Part
No. Covers entire 2nd-row and headrests. Designed to protect your seats. Made with durable,
wetsuit-like material. Water resistant. Easy to install and uninstall. Machine washable. Available
in black. This Part Fits Honda Fit - Seat Covers 3rd Row Part No. Seat Covers - 3rd Row Part No.
But 3rd-Row Seat Covers offer stylish protection that will help keep your original seats in primo
condition. This Part Fits Honda Pilot - Seat Covers-3rd-Row Part No. Designed with openings to
help locate infant and child seat latches for easy installation and removal. Covers entire 3rd-row
and headrests. Made of washable, stain-resistant fabric. Featured Honda Seat Cover. Our
Customers Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. Honda Pilot Drain Plug Washer. Honda
Pilot Cabin Air Filter. Honda Pilot Wiper Blade. Honda Pilot Air Filter. Honda Pilot Catalytic
Converter. Honda Pilot Windshield Washer Nozzle. Honda Pilot Headlight. Honda Pilot Gas Cap.
Honda Pilot Brake Pad Set. Honda Pilot Tie Rod End. Honda Pilot Sway Bar Link. Honda Pilot
Sway Bar Bushing. Honda Pilot Lug Nuts. Honda Pilot Coil Spring Insulator. Honda Pilot Control
Arm. Honda Pilot Oil Filter. Honda Pilot Valve Stem Seal. Honda Pilot Torque Converter. Honda
Pilot Oxygen Sensor. Honda Pilot Timing Belt. Honda Pilot Ignition Coil. Honda Pilot Water
Pump. Honda Pilot Oil Pressure Switch. Honda Pilot Emblem. Honda Pilot Sun Visor. Honda
Pilot Power Window Switch. Honda Pilot Car Mirror. Honda Pilot Armrest. Honda Pilot Bumper.
Honda Pilot Seat Cover. Honda Pilot Mirror Actuator. Honda Pilot Door Check. Honda Pilot Door
Lock Actuator. Honda Pilot Lift Support. Honda Pilot Window Regulator. Honda Pilot Hood
Latch. Honda Pilot Door Lock Cylinder. Honda Pilot Fuel Door. Honda Pilot Engine Cover.
Honda Pilot Fog Light. Honda Pilot Mud Flaps. Honda Pilot Ashtray. Honda Pilot Air Deflector.
Honda Pilot Spoiler. Honda Pilot Cigarette Lighter. Honda Pilot Floor Mats. Honda Pilot Steering
Wheel. Honda Pilot Steering Wheel Cover. Honda Pilot Cargo Net. Honda Pilot Cargo Tray.
Honda Pilot First Aid Kit. Honda Pilot Grille. Honda Pilot Tent. Honda Pilot Trailer Hitch. Honda

Pilot Fender Flares. Honda Pilot Splash Guards. Honda Pilot Nose Mask. Honda Pilot Running
Boards. Honda Pilot Roof Rack. Honda Pilot Alloy Wheels. Honda Pilot Fog Lights. Honda Pilot
Roof Box. Honda Pilot Roof Rails. Honda Pilot Security System. Honda Pilot CD Player. Honda
Pilot Engine Block Heater. Honda Pilot CD Changer. Honda Pilot Cross Bars. Honda Pilot
Keyless Entry. Honda Pilot Back Up Sensors. Honda Pilot Bike Attachment. Honda Pilot MP3
Player. Shop for Honda Pilot Parts. Other Popular Honda Pilot Accessories. The first Honda
Pilot was introduced in as the successor of the Honda Passport aiming at the North American
market. Until now, Honda Pilot has been through three generations. Besides the 3. Both engines
were mated to a 5-speed automatic transmission. Trim levels and engine options get retained
from previous generation. But new 6-speed and optional 9-speed automatic transmissions are
available. However, just because most people do drive it through harsh road conditions, some
common problems find it sooner and earlier: First, excessive oil consumption. When the Honda
Pilot reached at about 76, miles, this problem starts to appear on it according to the data
collected from real Honda Pilot owners. The oil consumption increased from 1 quart per miles to
1 quarter per miles. What's more, engine misfiring, performance suffering as well as metallic
noises are the side effects. If the Check Engine Light comes on and you notice that you have to
add oil more often, please get the Pilot air filter, oil filter, oxygen sensor and timing belt
tensioner checked thoroughly. Second, transmission failure and transmission fluid leakage.
Again, the typical Honda problem transmission failure happens to Honda Pilot as well. Honda
Pilot drivers complained difficulty in shifting gears not only influenced their normal driving
sometimes may put them into dangerous situations. The grinding noises coming from
underneath the vehicle annoyed drivers and distract their attention while driving. Transmission
slippage even made acceleration impossible. And the leaking transmission fluid often not only
disabled the transmission system but also the radiator. Pilot transfer case seal, Pilot valve body
and clutch disc could be the culprits. However, besides above mentioned auto parts, Pilot brake
pad set and Pilot brake disc in braking system are
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also subject to wear and tear. Please replacing them in time once you find brakes become
noisy and respond poorly as well as rotors are covered by score marks. Other parts such as
door lock actuator, which works for protecting your property safety; wiper blade offers better
driving visibility by cleaning off debris on windscreen; and fog light helps to light road ahead in
foggy weathers; they all should be maintained routinely for your safety. When it comes to
perfect fitment and optimum performance, any aftermarket parts could not match the OEM
Honda Pilot auto parts and that is why you should choose them for your Honda Pilot. If you
worry about high charge of OEM parts, then you can shop with confidence at Hondapartsnow.
Covered by the manufacturer's warranty, hassle-free return policy and quickest delivery service,
these OEM Pilot parts will store your vehicle at its fullest potential at once. Select Year for
Honda Pilot Parts. Our Customers Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service.

